Tick (✔) A, B, or C to complete the sentences.

Example: We’ve just bought a dog and a cat. ______ is called Ben.

A  The dog  ✔  B  A dog  C  Dog  

1 ______ interested the festival, so you can have the tickets.
   A  None of us are  B  None is  C  No-one of us is

2 Mark ______ swims nor runs – he doesn’t do any exercise at all.
   A  either  B  neither  C  both

3 You can have ______ you want to eat and it doesn’t cost anything.
   A  anything  B  nothing  C  all things

4 ______ in the painting class is really nice.
   A  All  B  Everybody  C  All the people

5 Helen and Alice ______ play badminton very well.
   A  either  B  neither  C  both

6 He’s eaten ______!
   A  all  B  all of the biscuits  C  all biscuits

7 I’ve got ______ work to do this morning!
   A  none  B  no  C  any

8 A Is there coffee left?
   B No, there .
   A  is no  B  isn’t any  C  isn’t none

9 I’m hoping to study ______ Geology or Engineering at university.
   A  neither  B  both  C  either

10 ______ Andes is the highest mountain range in South America.
   A  The  B  Some  C  (–)

11 ______ is one of the easiest materials to recycle.
   A  Paper  B  The paper  C  A Paper

12 My ex-boss has been sent to ______ for fraud.
   A  a prison  B  the prison  C  prison

13 I’m going to ______ on a work trip.
   A  the Czech Republic  B  a Czech Republic  C  Czech Republic

14 I went to ______ to see an exhibition of old manuscripts.
   A  a university  B  the university  C  university

15 ______ make very good pets because they’re so loyal.
   A  Dogs  B  The dogs  C  A dog

16 You need to turn left and go down ______.
   A  the Queen Street  B  a Queen Street  C  Queen Street

17 I’ve always wanted to do a cruise down ______.
   A  River Nile  B  the River Nile  C  a River Nile

18 I’m sorry to hear your mother is in ______. Is she feeling better now?
   A  hospital  B  the hospital  C  a hospital

19 I keep going ______ too late, that’s why I’m so tired.
   A  to the bed  B  to my bed  C  to bed
20 I’m not really interested in _______.
   A politics □ B the politics □ C a politics □

VOCABULARY

a Tick (✓) the correct word, A, B, or C.

   Example: the study of how we inherit characteristics.
   A physics □ B genetics ✓ C chemistry □
   1 the finding of something natural for the first time
      A invention □ B research □ C discovery □
   2 putting blood from one living thing into another
      A radiation □ B operation □ C transfusion □
   3 testing new drugs on people before they are sold to the public
      A clinical trials □ B clinical experiments □ C clinical research □
   4 the undesirable results of using a drug to treat a medical condition
      A guinea pigs □ B side effects □ C pharmaceutical trials □
   5 a chemical which stops feelings
      A nuclear □ B fatal □ C anaesthetic □
   6 a type of gas
      A lead □ B nitrogen □ C polio □
   7 someone who gives part of their body to be used in someone else’s body
      A volunteer □ B guinea pig □ C donor □
   8 to take air or gas into your body
      A exhale □ B inhale □ C inspire □
   9 an illness you can get from a mosquito
      A tuberculosis □ B malaria □ C polio □
   10 an idea
      A test □ B theory □ C discovery □

b Tick (✓) A, B, or C to complete the sentences.

   Example: There were some odds and _______ in the garage that I didn’t want to throw out.
   A ends ✓ B bits □ C pieces □
   11 Sooner or _______ you’ll realize you’ve made the wrong decision.
      A never □ B later □ C less □
   12 I’m looking for a good _______ for a couple of nights.
      A breakfast and bed □ B room and breakfast □ C bed and breakfast □
   13 I’m really sick and _______ of never having enough money.
      A fed up □ B bored □ C tired □
   14 We have plenty of ups and _______ in our relationship, but we’re still together.
      A lows □ B downs □ C highs □
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15 The park near my house is a lovely place to get some _______.
   A peace and quiet  B quiet or peace  C quiet and peace

16 I like my job on the whole, but __________ I wonder if I should look for a new one.
   A now or again  B now and again  C again and now

17 I have to ask her out today – it’s now or __________.  
   A later  B never  C nothing

18 I found some interesting ________ in the attic that belonged to my grandparents.
   A pieces and bits  B pieces or bits  C bits and pieces

19 The children were missing for six hours but turned up safe and ________.
   A sound  B well  C alive

20 You can’t have everything your way. Life is all about give and ________.
   A allow  B let  C take

PRONUNCIATION

a Which word has a different sound? Tick (✓) A, B, or C.

Example: A cathedral ✓ B temple  C centre

1 A genes  B genetics  C geneticist

2 A geography  B geographic  C geographer

3 A transfusion  B explosion  C poisoning

4 A physicist  B physics  C physical

5 A prove  B discover  C polluted

b Which is the correctly stressed syllable? Tick (✓) A, B, or C.

Example: A neighbourhood  B neighbourhood  C neighbourhood ✓

6 A scientist  B scientist  C scientist

7 A biologist  B biologist  C biologist

8 A geneticist  B geneticist  C geneticist

9 A experiment  B experiment  C experiment

10 A pharmaceutical  B pharmaceutical  C pharmaceutical
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